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Vignettes: Implications for LIS Research

Allison Benedetti, John Jackson, and Lili Luo

Vignettes, brief descriptions of fictional characters and situations, serve as a tool to study people’s lives, perceptions, beliefs, and attitudes about specific situations. Although not widely used in library and information science (LIS) research, vignettes can depersonalize responses to controversial situations or behavioral responses related to abstract concepts when employed in focus groups, in-depth interviews, or surveys. We use two research projects, one focused on the Association of College and Research Libraries’ Framework for Information Literacy for Higher Education and one on the vocabulary used to describe library services, to discuss the strengths of vignettes and implications for LIS research.

Vignettes are “short stories about hypothetical characters in hypothetical circumstances, to whose situation the interviewee is invited to respond.”¹ Researchers can use vignettes as a methodological tool in focus group, in-depth, or survey interviews during which interviewees are invited to draw upon their own experience to provide perceptions, opinions, beliefs, attitudes, and diagnostic predictions about how the fictional character in the vignette will behave.² They are often appropriate in such cases when observing or placing an individual in a particular context is not possible for logistical or ethical reasons.³ Approximating real-world situations, vignettes allow features of the context to be specified so that interviewees can make normative statements about a set of social circumstances rather than providing their responses in a vacuum.⁴ Here we discuss this research method and its implications for library and information science (LIS) research, particularly for academic libraries.

Vignettes are often presented as written narratives that interviewees can read. Other forms of presentation, such as artwork and photographs,⁵ videos,⁶ and PowerPoint slides,⁷ are also possible. Some researchers favor video recordings because they allow direct observation to capture more of the ambiguities surrounding everyday life and individual behavior.⁸ However, producing video vignettes is more costly and time consuming.

Vignettes must include sufficient detail to allow interviewees to visualize the hypothetical circumstances as actual situations. Therefore, researchers should specify the situational elements of a vignette carefully, including giving the main character a
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name. Following each vignette, the researcher may ask either an open-ended question or a closed question with a set of response categories from which interviewees may choose. Probes, when necessary, may allow interviewees to elaborate on their responses.

Boxes 1 and 2 contain examples of vignettes. The example in Box 1 is from Finch’s survey study documenting the normative beliefs about obligations between relatives to provide practical or material support for each other. In that study, Finch used the vignette in structured survey interviews and asked the following closed question with pre-established response categories. The example in Box 2 is from the study by Fischer et al. study about user involvement in drug treatment decision making. It was part of a semistructured interview followed by an open-ended question.

**BOX 1**

Jim and Margaret Robertson are a married couple in their early forties. Jim’s parents, who live several hundred miles away, have had a serious car accident and they need long-term daily care and help. Jim is their only son. He and his wife both work for the Electricity Board and they could both get transfers so they could work near his parents.

Question—From the card, what should Jim and Margaret do?

• Move to live near Jim’s parents
• Have Jim’s parents move to live with them
• Give Jim’s parents money to help them pay for daily care
• Let Jim’s parents make their own arrangements
• Do something else (specify):
• Don’t know

**BOX 2**

Davie is 19. He started smoking hash when he was 14 and soon moved on to speed and E. When he was 17, he first tried smoking heroin. After a year, he started injecting and his habit quickly grew to £80 a day. He was injecting so often that he eventually lost his job and now his girlfriend has left him. Davie thinks he is no longer in control of his drug use and decides to seek help.

• Question—What do you think Davie will do?

Vignettes may consist of single snapshots of fictional scenarios or a series of stages as the scenarios unfold. The latter are commonly referred to as developmental vignettes. The development of the different stages may be either fixed or interactive. If developmental vignettes include fixed stages, the researchers control the development of the scenarios and the interviewees’ responses do not influence how the scenario unfolds. Interactive developmental vignettes, on the other hand, allow interviewees to select potential courses of action from a list of options; their selections serve to determine how these vignettes progress.

Fleming and Stalker group vignette-based research into three broad categories: exploratory, predictive, and experimental. In exploratory studies, researchers usually use vignettes in qualitative interviewing (examples: focus groups, in-depth interviews) to explore topics conceptually and to stimulate discussions about them. The relatable context provided by vignettes result in more targeted and meaningful responses than conventional qualitative interviewing techniques, helping to achieve insights into the social components of interviewees’ interpretive frameworks and perceptual processes. When vignettes are employed in a predictive capacity (often in psychological studies), interviewees respond by answering a closed question with structured responses. Statistical analyses are then conducted to describe the variations in responses and
examine their association with independent variables. In factorial research designs, researchers may use vignettes as experimental stimuli, modifying parts of the vignettes to produce multiple versions representing variables of the same vignette concept. By randomizing study participants to each unique version, researchers isolate the influence of each factor (or each variation) on participants’ responses.

Researchers believe that vignettes provide a valuable research tool for studying people’s lives, perceptions, beliefs, attitudes, and meanings about specific situations. According to Schoenberg and Ravdal, the storytelling nature of vignettes is relaxing, pleasant, and interesting and may reduce feelings of being overburdened by the interview process. Hughes and Huby perused the literature and identified the following practical advantages of vignettes:

- Vignettes are less expensive and can be conducted more quickly than observational studies.
- During qualitative interviews, vignettes provide a useful focus for discussion and can act as a stimulus for group discussions.
- The content and staging of vignettes can be defined and standardized to enable all participants to respond to the same stimulus and, therefore, lead to more uniform data.
- Vignettes do not necessarily require participants to have in-depth knowledge of the topic under study and may be used to elicit participants’ automatically generated meanings.
- By asking interviewees to assume the roles of vignette characters, vignettes can help desensitize sensitive or difficult topics (such as sexual aggression or mental illness), distance interviewees from them, and reduce the influence of socially desirable responses.

In constructing vignettes, plausibility is a crucial factor. Vignettes viewed as highly plausible are more likely to perform accurately and sensitively and thus yield rich data from interviewees. Implausible vignettes can result in negative reactions from participants, including feelings of confusion, distress, embarrassment, anger, or disinterest. Researchers may consider conducting focus group interviews to determine the most plausible scenarios to be used in vignettes. Extensive pretesting is also critical to ensure plausibility.

In developmental vignettes, interviewees may give responses that deviate from the way the vignette unfolds, causing them to feel embarrassed or to feel that they have given a “wrong” answer, which may result in their giving more socially acceptable answers in subsequent questions. To alleviate this concern, Finch pointed out that “very careful question wording to minimize the impression that anyone had got it wrong may be particularly important.” Researchers need to make it clear to interviewees that their responses may differ from the progression of the scenario and that these differences are a desired aspect of the research.

Another consideration in vignette construction is how many vignettes one can use and how complex each one should be. Interviewees must be able to follow and understand vignettes readily; thus, vignettes must be internally consistent and not so complex that interviewees lose the thread. The number of vignettes to use is dependent on the purpose of the study and the number of topic elements and their combinations the researcher is investigating. For simpler and shorter vignettes designed to explore a limited number of elements, the chances of the interview including the full range of all possible combinations of elements are higher. For example, if a vignette contains two variables (for instance, gender, political party) and that each has two attributes (gender: female, male; political party: Democrat, Republican), the full range of all possible combinations of elements is four. Including four vignettes in one interview is both reasonable and feasible.
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Hughes and Huby discussed the importance of understanding study participants to properly construct vignettes. Because participants must respond from the perspective of the vignette character, any disjuncture between the participants' actual experiences and those of vignette characters can result in problems. In addition, if any of the participants will be people with learning difficulties, researchers may find it beneficial to restrict vignettes to single words and short sentences. Ultimately, however, the effective use of vignettes is contingent upon the nature of the research question, the characteristics of the study participants, and the ethical and practical issues that permeate the research process.

In the past half-century, researchers have used vignettes extensively in anthropology, psychology, sociology, and nursing and public health. However, in LIS research, the use of vignettes has been minimal. This lack of awareness of vignettes as a methodological tool in LIS research has served as our motivation to introduce this method to LIS researchers and to discuss its implications for our field.

Applications for Vignettes in LIS Research

Few published examples of the use of vignettes in LIS research exist: Urquhart and Crane used vignettes to elicit information-seeking habits and perception levels among nursing staff at a health college in the United Kingdom. Connor described and recommended the use of vignettes in training clinical researchers. Walden compiled a sample of strategies and methodologies, including vignettes, that may be used with focus groups to increase or enhance participant interactions. Walden also suggested possible but general library connections for various methods drawn primarily from medicine and social science research. Other researchers conducting LIS studies have used similar narratological methods to study student perceptions of information literacy. However, these researchers did not explicitly use vignette-based methodologies.

Because vignettes are helpful in depersonalizing sensitive topics and encouraging respondents to talk more openly, they could be potentially useful for researching the attitudes and behaviors of scholars related to practically any area in which librarians are curious about users' behaviors and habits, including publishing, copyright, and open access practices. Vignettes could also be used with students to teach about or demonstrate concepts related to plagiarism and academic integrity. User experience and web design practices have long involved the use of personas or archetypes to evaluate interface designs and functionality; thus, vignettes could have a place in augmenting these practices, perhaps in remote or online usability studies. Scenario planning, which involves the construction of hypothetical future states to imagine the impact and needs of alternative directions, has been used successfully in library strategic planning. While similar in its use of a hypothetical narrative, vignettes differ from scenario planning, specifically in their aim to elicit a more honest response, rather than presenting multiple potential situations and asking a group to plan for and weigh the impact of each.

In the following two examples, we have suggested more specific applications of the vignettes method for LIS research based on our experiences in developing research projects for the 2014 Institute for Research Design in Librarianship, an intensive summer program dedicated to training LIS professionals in various qualitative and quantitative methodologies. Both examples—the first from a small liberal arts college and the second from a large research university—include a discussion of the topic of the research project, the rationale for choosing vignettes as the research method, the study design, and reflections on this methodological experience. The two examples were authored by two different librarian researchers. Through these examples, we hope to illustrate the versatility of vignettes as a data collection tool and to suggest other potential uses in LIS research.
Example 1: Vignettes in Information Literacy Assessment

Topic. Threshold concepts have emerged in recent years as one additional way to conceptualize information literacy. Most notably for academic librarians, threshold concepts have served as the pedagogical foundation for the Framework for Information Literacy for Higher Education. Jan Meyer and Ray Land, who first developed the idea, define threshold concepts as “portals” that represent “a transformed way of understanding, or interpreting, or viewing something without which the learner cannot progress.”

Within the context of library instruction, these threshold concepts include scholarship as conversation and information has value, problematic claims with which students must grapple on their path toward a more complex understanding of information literacy.

The impetus for a potential project using vignettes to examine threshold concepts for information literacy arose from two questions. The first concerned the need for assessment tools: How does one measure a nebulous idea like information has value, especially given that threshold concepts are by definition integrative and troublesome and are more akin to tacit knowledge than explicit knowledge? A student who exists upon a spectrum between lack of understanding and full emergence could offer a wide range of responses to questions such as “Does information have value?”—none of which would necessarily be more correct than any other. Furthermore, how could we tell if the answer given is evidence of true understanding or simply what is socially or academically acceptable?

The second question concerned the selection of the specific concepts outlined in the Framework. What seemed apparent at the time the author began this research was that the final six concepts outlined in the Framework were far from exclusive; thus, the threshold concepts selected for the final draft were more indicative of the concepts that librarians value most rather than an exhaustive list. This led to the second question: How do students value these threshold concepts? The answer could help in determining the best strategies for designing a thresholds-based approach to information literacy in the classroom.

Methodology Rationale. As previously noted, vignettes provide an opportunity to study normative material, which is often difficult to capture using more direct questioning methods in in-depth interviews and focus groups (example: “What would you do if…”). They allow the investigator to explore perceptions, attitudes, and beliefs about material that may be sensitive, private, illegal, or, in the case of threshold concepts, difficult to define. Furthermore, vignettes “allow investigators to gain insight into their participants’ interpretive framework and perceptual processes by placing the participants within a situation that encourages them to explicate their social/cultural/group norms in order to respond to the characters in the [vignette].” The author sought to determine to what extent undergraduate students value the threshold concepts outlined in Framework, concepts students will have internalized to varying degrees. Knowing their responses to direct questions about these concepts might be muddled by their knowledge of certain expected behaviors, anthropologist, research methods expert, and Institute for Research Design in Librarianship instructor Greg Guest recommended using a vignettes-based survey.

Procedures and Design. The author created a fictional story that outlined a typical undergraduate research experience. In the story, Jenny, an environmental studies major, is working on a semester-long project exploring the health effects of genetically modified crops on humans and livestock. As Jenny progresses from the initial exploration phase of her research to her final presentation, she encounters six dilemmas, each corresponding to one of the threshold concepts detailed in the Framework. The story is divided into six segments, one for each dilemma. At the end of each segment, the author asked participants a series of semistructured questions to elicit their opinions on Jenny’s work, their advice, and their assumptions about what most students would
do in a similar situation. The proposed study was reviewed and approved by the campus's Institutional Review Board (IRB).

For example, to explore the concept *information creation as a process*, participants were read the following vignette:

Jenny's professor has asked all the students in the class to experiment with different ways of presenting their final project. For example, students don't have to submit a traditional research paper and instead can choose to do something different as long as the information is communicated effectively. Jenny isn't quite sure what would be the best way to present her findings.

Q1: If you can, list for me some of the ways that Jenny could present her findings to the professor.

Q2: How would Jenny gather information on her topic differently depending on whether she decides to [insert responses from Q1]?

Q2.1: [probing for value]

Q1 was designed to prime participants to think about different ways of presenting information (such as PowerPoint, digital story, lecture). Q2 asked participants to consider the relationship between information creation and the final information product. However, the intent of the probing that occurs in Q2.1 was to elicit value statements. For example, if a student mentioned that less research is necessary for a PowerPoint presentation, the investigator could follow up with questions about the merit of PowerPoint as a communication vehicle and the amenability of certain formats to certain types of information.

According to Guest, Namey, and Mitchell, only six in-depth interviews are necessary to reach saturation with a relatively homogenous sample.39 The author initially sought to oversample and interview twenty undergraduates, five from each class, purposely sampled to achieve maximum variation by class year. However, given the time and resource constraints of the spring semester, doing so was not feasible; so the author interviewed only fifteen students. The transcribed interviews were coded, using inductive thematic analysis to identify students' values, attitudes, and perceptions about research-related threshold concepts.

**Results.** The student responses revealed both anticipated and unexpected trends. For example, after analyzing the responses to the questions used in an example above (those that align with the threshold concept *information creation as a process*), the author found that many participants held the belief that creating visual information products (such as slide presentations or poster boards) requires less effort and/or the created product should be simplified, general, or informal in nature. This finding should come as no surprise to instructors. However, respondents did not always agree on which stage of the research and information production process required less effort: whether it was the gathering information stage, the building an argument stage, or the creation and dissemination stage. This finding could be potentially important for instructors when speaking with students about the time and effort required to, for example, create a PowerPoint presentation based on traditional research methods.

Again, in response to the same vignette, some respondents noted the one-to-one relationship between the qualities of the desired information product (examples: slide presentation, research paper, chart, or diagram) and the qualities of the information used to create the product. For example, one participant stated that creating interactive products requires gathering sources that are likewise interactive in nature. Many respondents noted the role that searching for images plays in the creation of visual products. Once again, this finding should not come as a surprise to instructors, but
it does highlight a common perception among the participants: that the information creation process is a type of bricolage: for example, if the desired product is textual, one must gather and piece together textual sources; if the desired product is visual, one must gather visual sources. With this understanding of student behavior, how could librarians adapt their approach to information literacy instruction to potentially counter this misguided perception of the research process? Having some insight into the beliefs and attitudes that students possess toward the information-gathering process can prepare reference and instruction librarians to identify when those beliefs may be “in play” during conversations with student researchers at the reference desk or in the library classroom.

**Reflections.** The most difficult aspect of using vignettes was the development process. The author needed to create a story that not only encompassed all six threshold concepts but also embodied content to which undergraduates could relate regardless of their class level or area of study. After some initial feedback in the pretesting phase, the author determined that an undergraduate researching the effects of genetically modified organisms, while specific to the sciences, was the type of project any student would find familiar: namely, a project that required students to research recent publications and public opinion about a well-known topic.

During the pretesting, students were asked to listen to earlier drafts of the vignettes and then not only to respond to questions but also to give their opinions about the way the story was told (vocabulary, narrative arc, and so on). This was essential to creating a story free of jargon, leading questions, and confusing concepts. For example, the author asked participants to discuss their thoughts on how information should be published. In the initial draft, the author used the term *personal website* and quickly discovered that this meant different things to different people (examples: a Tumblr page, a LinkedIn profile, Facebook). In some cases, the term was not applicable, as one respondent noted: “I don’t think many people have personal websites.” Instead, the term *professional website* more accurately brought to mind the type of website the author wanted participants to envision (that is, an online portfolio or curriculum vitae), even if they did not own one themselves. In crafting vignettes, one should consider pretesting multiple versions or convene a focus group to draft a story collaboratively. Of course, the essential character and constitution of the story would likely differ significantly, depending on the composition of the focus group (whether it consisted of librarians, teaching faculty, or students).

Finally, many of the participants seemed tied to the subject of the first vignette (not discussed here) in the study, which concerned the value of authority and credibility. A number of participants continually referred to the concept of authority throughout the interview as if this were the primary threshold concept under investigation. This tendency was not revealed in pretesting. Therefore, future LIS researchers that incorporate developmental vignettes composed of a single narrative arc should emphasize the change in topic/focus when moving from one vignette to the next.

**Example 2: Vignettes in Library Services Marketing**

**Topic.** Libraries are in the midst of great change in service models and building space usage. Part of this shift includes the language used to talk about the services offered. Do the words *reference* or *reference desk* effectively and accurately convey what librarians offer? This example is a case study from a large research university’s library. Although the staff at the library have been using *research help, assistance,* and *consultation* more in signage and marketing, these terms may not carry the appropriate message and connotations. Interpretation may also differ by user population (such as sciences vs. humanities, undergraduate vs. graduate student or faculty).
Within the health sciences, many positions are termed *research informationist* or *informationist* rather than *reference librarian* or other more traditional titles. Although much literature exists on the changing roles of librarians, fewer articles exist concerning the vocabulary used in libraries to reference their services. In the literature that does exist, the focus is primarily on professional titles. For example, the author’s title is Librarian for Advanced Research and Engagement; but her duties encompass a variety of roles, both traditional and new, in the academic library context: reference, outreach, assessment, instruction, collection development, collaboration, and strategy. Thus, along with job titles, library vocabulary should evolve and expand to describe services and convey value to users of all types, beginners to experts.

As librarians experiment with new services and programs to meet changing research practices, marketing becomes increasingly essential. For example, whether attendance at a particular event or usage of a service is due to schedules, awareness, or need is difficult to ascertain. The focus of current research from the Association of Research Libraries (ARL) and Ithaka S+R, among others, has been service need; and the focus of forthcoming research from UCLA Library is an examination of the local circumstances and context. Even though schedules will always be a challenge in the busy lives of students and faculty, libraries can increase awareness through effective marketing campaigns. Recent efforts in this arena at UCLA have been only intermittently successful, however. As a result, the author began to question the vocabulary used to talk about what libraries provide and the value they convey to the community. She decided to evaluate the terminology commonly used in libraries, using UCLA as a case study. The objective of this study was to employ the vignettes method to identify a preferred, user-centered vocabulary for marketing and describing library services to students, faculty, staff, and campus administrators. What words would patrons use to describe the services that libraries provide?

**Methodology Rationale.** The author originally considered a card-sorting methodology to investigate this research question. After consultation with Greg Guest, an expert in qualitative and quantitative research methods and an instructor at the previously-mentioned IRDL, she determined that the focus group and vignettes model as described by Fleming and Stalker would allow a more nuanced interpretation of the concepts of services the library offers and avoid the further use of jargon that would occur if she tried to describe the services rather than the users’ needs. With the vignettes method, the author could present an abstract situation (different people needing various types of help) with the least amount of bias or preconception to influence participants’ responses. Vignettes would also allow respondents to envision needs apart from their own through the description of an invented scholar. Furthermore, because the research goal was to identify terminology appealing to a variety of users, purely creative marketing name-generating techniques might result in catchy words rather than terms that would be universally understood.

**Procedures and Design.** The author constructed fifteen short vignettes to illustrate faculty and student needs that the library has services to support. In the vignettes, she tried to capture a range of library user roles (such as researcher, teacher, writer, student doing first research assignment). The bases for these vignettes were common interactions with students and faculty in public services, queries received via e-mail, and exchanges with colleagues. These vignettes were then tested with students and colleagues and edited based on their feedback. Because this research involved human subjects, the study was reviewed and approved by the campus’s IRB.

The author conducted five focus groups, ranging in size from three to nine participants and containing a mix of graduate and undergraduate students from a variety of disciplines. (The intended group size of eight to twelve was not always achieved due to illness and no-shows.) She used campus listservs to recruit participants via e-mail.
Members of each focus group received fifteen vignettes, each printed on a separate sheet of paper. For each vignette, members individually brainstormed words or phrases illustrating the service presented and wrote them on the paper. Then members shared the terms aloud with the group. A facilitator (the author, in this case) recorded all suggested terms on a large Post-it. Once all options were recorded, the facilitator asked participants to discuss them and indicate which most effectively represented the concept. The group repeated this process for each vignette. The facilitator recorded the group’s top choice(s) on a master sheet at the conclusion of the session. After discussing all of the vignettes, participants gave general feedback about the exercise and shared their thoughts on what would be most successful in marketing library services and resources.

The author compiled a list of preferred terms from all the groups for use in an online questionnaire to test the preferences of the focus groups against a larger, more representative sample of the UCLA community, including faculty and staff who are less likely to have time to participate in focus groups. The questionnaire contains the same vignettes but with multiple-choice answers, including the current term the library used to describe the service, where applicable, and encompasses both exploratory and predictive vignette methods. This survey was sent to a stratified, random sample of UCLA community members to determine which terms are most favored and to identify any differences based on disciplinary focus or degree of research experience.

The following are two of the vignettes used in the study.

1. Harrison is a sophomore, and it’s getting close to the end of the quarter. He has his first big research paper due soon and wants to make sure he is looking in the right places for information to support his argument. He also wants to make sure that he is doing the bibliography correctly.

2. Joanne is a researcher in a chemistry lab and is applying for grant funding through the National Institutes of Health. She’s heard about federal requirements regarding how she collects her data but needs some help understanding what she has to do.

Q. What types of help do these persons need? What should they be looking for, either online or in the library building?

Results. The results from the survey confirmed and enhanced my observations from the focus groups. With 367 valid responses from students, faculty, and staff representing the range of academic disciplines on campus, the use of vignettes in a survey with controlled responses allowed for some interesting insights. Although respondents did not identify a single, preferred option for each vignette, as originally hoped, their choices indicate some general trends in user preference, from which one can make recommendations for marketing library services. For example, users preferred terminology that was specific to their research need. They were not looking for general help; and, in any vignette that included “reference desk” as a possible response, it was the least likely to be selected, except for one vignette in which “special collections 101” was the least-preferred. Furthermore, survey responses indicate a preference for independence and self-sufficiency; that is to say, the most popular choices suggest solutions to the scenario that do not require asking a person for help (such as “navigating databases,” “how to access public records,” and “organizing references”). Taken together, these trends highlight the need for libraries to market their services to specific audiences with language that indicates the breadth of expertise available.

Reflections. The use of vignettes with focus groups allowed participants to think about the situation of the person depicted and about what he or she might do in the situation without the pressure of providing the “correct answer.” The vignettes also served to avoid the introduction of bias in the form of terminology the library already
uses for the services depicted, although some students were familiar with library terminology because they had used our services prior to the study. Vignettes in a survey with the multiple-choice response options still offered the depersonalized frame of mind, but it focused the scope of the choices to something that could be analyzed quantitatively for patterns.

Although overall the methodology worked well, the author did face some challenges, especially in the focus groups. First, some students’ realm of experience did not include a solid understanding of high-level or advanced research situations or practices. For example, some undergraduates had difficulty suggesting words or phrases for vignettes depicting faculty with publishing and research data questions. Second, students took some time to get into the activity, a challenge that was fairly consistent across the groups; each group’s working style and dynamics flowed better after the first two or three vignettes. Although the sessions included a warm-up activity with introductions, it was apparently not sufficient. Therefore, the author recommends scheduling time for a more thorough warm-up, perhaps involving some practice vignettes. Third, during the first couple of vignettes, the author occasionally had to reiterate the directions, signaling that the participants were not entirely clear about what they were to do. Fourth, some students were more hesitant about participating than others. To encourage them, the author tried calling on those who had not had a chance to talk, as a moderator of a nonvignette focus group might do. Fifth, when participants were asked to narrow the options to select the best choice of words, they seemed reluctant to pick a single option. This could have been the result of discomfort at judging a peer’s contribution to be inferior, because they did not have strong feelings one way or the other, or because they felt a complex topic cannot really have one best option. The survey results were useful in providing further information about preferences by patron type and disciplinary area.

Managing the time and energy in a room in which multiple people are reading a set of texts posed another challenge. Participants read at different paces and, because each vignette presented different characters, they had to change their frame of mind for each scenario. In an attempt to account for different reading speeds, participants worked on blocks of three vignettes at a time rather than stopping to talk after each one. Proceeding one vignette at a time might have eliminated the longer pauses but might also have placed the slower readers at a greater disadvantage or made them feel more awkward. The author did suggest that anyone finishing early could read ahead and make notes. Had the vignettes involved only three or four characters with different situations of need, discussion might have flowed more continuously. However, opting for the different characters seemed the only way to represent the diverse UCLA population.

Due to scheduling and time constraints, the author had to cut the total number of vignettes from twenty to fifteen, thus eliminating scenarios and services about which it would have been nice to obtain data. Nevertheless, the information concerning those that were included, along with the general feedback at the end of the sessions and combined with the survey responses, provides actionable recommendations to help librarians to better market services, and which could be applied to services not specifically examined in the study. The framework of vignettes with focus groups and a survey achieved results that would have been far more difficult via alternative methods. The vignettes provided the realistic but depersonalized situations and facilitated discussion and selection of preferred terminology. The focus groups allowed for brainstorming and creativity, and the survey results showed that, for some vignettes, faculty and graduate students had different preferences from those of undergraduates. Focus groups alone would not have enabled analysis by patron type (nor provided
faculty responses). Also, given the disinclination of the group participants to pick a single favorite term, a more objective method was needed to find some consensus and identify trends.

Discussion

Although the two examples above examined very different research questions, both authors selected the vignette method because it allowed them to create hypothetical scenarios to depersonalize sensitive topics and stimulate discussions. They also experienced similar challenges implementing this method. Both authors noted that the student participants struggled to shift from thinking about one vignette's character to another, each offering suggestions about how to minimize this in future studies. While one of the strengths of the vignette method is the opportunity it presents for participants to adopt an alternate persona, the challenge of adopting multiple points of view within one session should give future researchers pause to carefully consider the design and flow of the experiment. More background information or other cues may be necessary to provide adequate context for participants to shift frames of thinking. Even when the character of the vignette remained the same, participants had noticeable difficulty shifting focus from one aspect of the story to the next. Researchers should allow enough time for testing and revising vignettes in the early stages of their projects to minimize this difficulty.

These two examples differed in their administration of the vignettes—one used in-depth interviews; the other, focus groups and a questionnaire. The results show vignettes to be effective in all three uses. The research question and desired population sample are the keys to determining which use of vignettes is better suited to a particular situation. Example 1 chose the in-depth interviews to cover as much ground as possible (all six concepts within the ACRL Framework) in the least amount of time. Interviewing individual participants also allowed for the possibility of discussing sensitive topics like procrastination, plagiarism, and “cutting corners” in academic research without the risk of participants resorting to socially mitigated responses. Example 2 used focus groups to enable brainstorming and the added creativity sparked by working in a team, as well as to get a larger sample of the population. And the survey/questionnaire was selected to test the output of the brainstorming sessions with an even larger and more representative population sample. As other researchers consider using the vignettes method, they should consider the scope of their research questions, their desired population/sample sizes, and also the resources available to them. Analysis of individual interviews usually requires transcription and coding. This is also true of focus groups, although in this particular example the research question did not require it.

Both examples revealed interesting insights into behaviors and preferences of library patrons that would have been difficult to gain through other means. It is unlikely that a student who was asked directly about threshold concepts would have provided the types of responses elicited by the vignettes, especially with regard to questions about how students conduct research, how they access research materials, and how they value their work and the work of their classmates. And vignettes that illustrated a variety of user types and needs helped respondents to consider points of view beyond their own and to suggest language of broader appeal. The results from the first example most clearly demonstrated the vignette methodology’s effectiveness in creating empathy for the represented character. The author noted that, in comparison to interviews he had conducted previously, the participants were far more likely to ask questions about the motivation of the character—why he or she did one thing or another.

As stated at the beginning of this article, vignettes (via the engagement of hypothetical scenarios) serve as a valuable research tool to study people’s lives, perceptions,
beliefs, attitudes, and meanings about specific situations. As shown through the two case studies, LIS researchers who seek to tackle abstract concepts and situations can benefit from using vignettes. Researchers studying sensitive or difficult topics, such as copyright and plagiarism, might also consider vignettes because the depersonalization of the hypothetical scenarios allows study participants to distance themselves from the topic and to be less likely to succumb to the influence of socially desirable responses.

Vignettes can be used to assess the behaviors, attitudes, and perceptions of both students and faculty. Future LIS researchers could also use the methodology to assess user attitudes toward specific library services, collections, programs, and staff or to assess a campus community's general attitude toward the library. It would be interesting, for example, to compare user attitudes about a specific library on a specific campus and those same user attitudes toward libraries in general. Vignettes offer an ideal methodology for this very project: it is both personal and depersonalized, allowing researchers to probe and identify implicit biases, assumptions, and attitudes.

Vignettes could assist library administrators to formulate strategic plans based on user expectations of the library’s role on campus. Depending on the target audience (in the case of faculty and researchers, for example), common scenarios of academic choices and behaviors around publishing, open access, or data visualization could be presented to users to better understand their motivations in those situations and where they are most in need of assistance. This could help the library to prioritize staffing and services. For more student-centered services and behaviors, vignettes could address writing papers, their workload, and type of work required at what point.

To help librarians and researchers further explore the use of vignettes, a list of possible vignette applications in LIS research is developed and shown in table 1.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>TABLE 1</th>
<th>Potential Use of Vignettes in LIS Research</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Research Topic</td>
<td>Possible Vignettes</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>How do faculty make decisions in publishing in open access journals?</td>
<td>A faculty member decides where to publish a paper, choosing between a traditional journal and an open access journal.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>When do students feel it is OK to plagiarize?</td>
<td>Various examples of students working on college-level assignments: writing under a deadline, a creative/derivative work, or a summary of a class discussion.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>How do faculty decide what texts to assign? How often do they evaluate their syllabi? Do they think about how to best engage with the library while designing assignments?</td>
<td>A story about creating new courses or adapting existing courses to new contexts (such as new student population, limited budget).</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>How does a library spend its capital expenditures?</td>
<td>A new person has just been hired to manage the library’s budget and finances and needs to make budgetary decisions when confronted with problems X, Y, and Z.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>What do library administrators expect of librarians working toward promotion/tenure?</td>
<td>Examples of librarians at various levels, working strictly within a 40-hour week vs. spending time after hours and on weekends; noncaretaker librarians vs. those with families/caretaker responsibilities.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Conclusion
Through the general introduction of vignettes and the discussion of its use in two LIS research studies, we have presented a comprehensive depiction of this methodological tool as well as its potential in expanding and diversifying the repertoire of LIS research methods. Halpern et al. called for more diverse research methods in LIS research, stating that limited research methods impose “excessive limitations on what we can know about our field and our users.” To enhance the quality and rigor of LIS research, we must continuously embrace new methodological approaches and investigate research problems from new angles.

We believe vignettes are a methodological choice worthy of exploration and consideration in LIS research. We expect this paper to serve as a starting point for researchers in their development of an in-depth understanding of this method and its application. In the future, we hope to see more studies involving the use of vignettes to investigate various LIS research problems and more researchers joining the vignettes-related methodological discourse.
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